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SETTING

+
J24

DL19          DL20 DL21         DL22DL14 DL15 DL16 DL17 DL18

Main power supply 115 V~  50/60 Hz 
Secondary power 
supply

24 Vdc - 16 A max.
(min. 20 Vdc. - max. 36 Vdc.) 

Power consumption stand-by = 1.5W     max. = 400 W
Max load per motor 7 A
Accessory power 24 Vdc  -  500 mA max
Battery charge current 150 mA
Operating temperature -4 °F +131 °F (-20 °C +55 °C)
Protection fuses All self-resetting
Main power fuse 6.3 A Timed
Operating Logics E, A, S, EP, AP, SP, B, C
Operating time out 10 min.
Pause time Programmable (0 to 4 min) 

Motor force, speed, ob-
stacle sensitivity, closing 
delay

Programmable with 
dedicated trimmer

Connector inputs Power supply, Battery, 
Radio receiver,  USB

Terminal strip inputs Encoder, Open A, Open B, Stop, 
Open safety photocell, Closing 
safety photocell, Limit switches

Terminal strip outputs Audio Alarm, Lock, Motors, 
Accessory power supply

Programming With trimmers, dipswitches
and pushbutton

RADIO Connector for the radio receiver
BATTERY Connector for the backup battery
J24 Jumper to disable battery charging

(With the jumper present the battery 
charger is enabled)

POWER SUPPLY DC Power supply input
TR1 to TR6 Programming Trimmers
+24 LED DC power indicator
SW1 - SETUP Pushbutton for automatic setup
DS1 - DS2 Programming dipswitches
LED ERROR Troubleshooting indicator
USB A USB connection for software upgrade

On the radio connector it’s possible to plug in receivers RP 
and RP2. With a single channel radio RP it will be possible to 
activate only the OPEN A input, with a dual channel radio RP2 
it will be possible to activate both OPEN A and OPEN B inputs. 
Plug in the radio board with the component side towards the 
internal part of the board. 
 Make sure you insert or disconnect the board  
 ONLY with the power off.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RADIO CONNECTION

Fig. A1

1. DESCRIPTION & CHARACTERISTICS

E024U CONTROL BOARD

NOTE: This manual refers to firmware version 1G. The version 
is shown  with the number of flashes of LED USB1 at power up. 
Version 1G = 5 flashes.
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A     B   STP CL  OP 
OPEN             FSW

24 VDC
Maglock

Encoder

Fig. A2

MOT DL1 DL2

1 ON ON

2 ON OFF

PIN LABEL FUNCTION
2 EASY 2 EASY 2easy BUS input for encoders (S800H and S450H only), XIB and loop detector boards 

1 OPEN A N.O. Contact for total opening command

2
  OPEN B / 

CLOSE

OPEN B:  N.O. Contact for opening of leaf 1 only 
(with only one leaf the opening stops at 50% of traveling)
 CLOSE (LOGIC B-C):  N.O. Contact for closing command 

3 STOP N.C. Contact for stop command

4 FSW CL N.C. Contact for closing safety 

5  FSW OP N.C. Contact for opening safety

6 GND (-) 24 Vdc negative

7 GND (-) 24 Vdc negative

8 + 24 24 Vdc positive

9 OUT (-) 24 Vdc negative for safety TX photocell (monitored)

10 FCA 1 Open limit switch Motor 1 

11 GND (-) 24 Vdc negative

12 FCC 1 Close limit switch Motor 1

13 FCA 2 Open limit switch Motor 2

14 GND (-) 24 Vdc negative

15 FCC2 Close limit switch Motor 2

LAMP LAMP Audio Alarm output

LOCK LOCK
Output for electrical lock, max 5A  pulse (DS2 - SW 4=OFF)  12 Vac / 24Vdc    

Always ON (maglock): max 1 A  (DS2 - SW 4=ON)           24 Vdc

MOT1 MOT 1 Motor 1 output ( first moving motor ) 

MOT2 MOT 2 Motor 2 output ( second moving motor ) 

USB A USB Firmware upgrade input

2. INPUTS / OUTPUTS DESCRIPTION
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      CLOSE SAFETY

OPEN SAFETY

 CL  OP 
  FSW

TX

TX

RX

RX

    STOP

Connection of One Pair of Monitored Opening 
Photocells and One Pair of Monitored Closing 

Photocells

 

     CLOSE SAFETY    

 CL  OP 
  FSW

RX TX

    STOP

Fig. A6
RX= Receiver Photocell

TX= Transmitter Ptotocell

3. SAFETY DEVICES CONNECTIONS

Fig. A7

Entrapment protection

To comply with the UL325 standard for gate operators every 
entrapment zone, as defined in ASTMF2200, must be pro-
tected by two independent entrapment protection devices. 
One of the devices is inherent in the E024U control boards 
design, the other can be external, like a photocell or an 
edge sensor.

See this picture for the photocells positioning:

Fig. A3 Closing Safety Devices Opening Safety 
Devices

Opening Safety Devices: 

Are active only during the gate opening movement, and 
are suitable for protecting the area between the opening 
leaves and fixed obstacles (walls, etc) against the risk of 
entrapment

Closing Safety Devices: 
Are active only during the gate closing movement, and are 
suitable for protecting the closing area against the risk of 
entrapment.

Monitored Devices: 
Additionaly the UL325 standard requires that every external 
entrapment protection device must be monitored for 
presence and correct operation. To comply with this 
requirement the E024U control board uses the FAILSAFE 
function. This function tests the photocells before each 
movement of the operator. In case the test fails the 
movement is inhibited. This function is enabled by default 
on the Closing Safety Input and can be enabled on the 
Opening Safety Input using dip-switch 12 of DS1 ON.

The  power supply negative of the transmitter must be 
connected to the OUT pin (No.9). 

See Fig. A6, A7, A8, A10 for wiring examples.

Connection of One Pair of Monitored Closing Photocells

RX= Receiver Photocell
TX= Transmitter Ptotocell

16” or less

DS1

DS1
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Only one monitored photocell can be connected to the 
Closing or Opening safety inputs. More than one photocell 
or other device can be connected to the safety inputs, but 
they will not be monitored.  
Other devices connected to the safety inputs must have 
normally closed contacts and wired in series with the main 
monitored sensor. 
See the following example of one closing safety monitored 
photocell and one non monitored one.

Closing Safety Devices Opening Safety 
Devices

Opening/Closing 
Safety Devices

Opening/Closing Safety Devices: 
They operate during the gate opening and closing move-
ments and are suitable to protect the opening and closing 
areas against the risk of impact. Typically these photocells 
work in combination with other monitored photocell pro-
tecting closing or opening entrapment zones. In that case 
they can’t be monitored so they can only protect against 
potential impact on vehicles. 

 

     CLOSE SAFETY MONITORED    

 CL  OP 
  FSW

OPEN / CLOSE SAFETY NOT MONITORED

RX TX

RX TX

OPEN SAFETY MONITORED

RX TX

    STOP

Connection of Two Pairs of Closing Photocells, One 
Monitored and One non Monitored

Fig. A8

Connection of One Pair of Closing Photocells 
(monitored), One Pair of Opening Photocells 

(monitored) and One pair of Opening/Closing 
Photocells (non monitored)

Fig. A10

Fig. A9

 

     CLOSE SAFETY NOT MONITORED    

 CL  OP 
  FSW

CLOSE SAFETY MONITORED

RX TX

RX TX

    STOP

RX= Receiver Photocell
TX= Transmitter Ptotocell RX= Receiver Photocell

TX= Transmitter Ptotocell

16” or less

DS1

DS1
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  OPERATING LOGIC

   DS 1:  SW 1 - SW 2 -  SW 3   
LOGIC SW 1 SW 2 SW 3

PAUSE 
TIME

DESCRIPTION

E  (default)
Semiautomatic

OFF OFF OFF NO One command opens, the next one closes. A command 
during opening stops the gate

A     
Automatic

ON ON ON
0 - 4
min

One command opens, waits for the pause time an then 
closes automatically

S    
Security

OFF OFF ON
0-4
 min

One command opens, waits for the pause time and then 
closes automatically. If the closing safety is activated or 

another command is given during the pause time it closes.  
A maintained open command will not hold the gate open  

EP   
 Semiautomatic 

step by step 
OFF ON OFF NO One command opens, the next one closes. During the mo-

vement a command stops the gate

AP  
 Automatic 
step by step

OFF ON ON
0-4 
min

One command opens, waits for the pause time and then 
closes automatically.  A command during the pause time 

holds the gate open

SP 
Security 

step by step
ON OFF OFF

0-4 
min

One command opens, waits for the pause time and then 
closes automatically. If the closing safety is activated during 
pause time the gate closes in 5 s.  A command during pau-

se time holds open the gate

B 
Manned Pulsed 

ON OFF ON NO An open A command opens the gate, an open B com-
mand closes the gate

C 
Manned Constant

ON ON OFF NO Holding open A active opens the gate, holding Open B acti-
ve closes the gate 

       For more details on the operating logics please refer to Chapter 11 - Function Logics

DIP SWITCH DS1 SETTINGS FOR OPERATING LOGIC

4. PROGRAMMING
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6

TR 3 – SPEED ADJUSTMENT FOR MOTOR1 AND MOTOR 2  

Turn clockwise to increase the opening and closing speed  

TR 4 – SENSITIVITY ADJUSTEMENT FOR OBSTACLE DETECTION FOR MOTOR 1 AND MOTOR 2

Turn clockwise to increase the sensitivity for obstacle detection.

See Par. 6.3 for more details about the obstacle detection feature

TR 5 – PAUSE TIME ADJUSTMENT ( 0 - 4 min. ) 

Turn clockwise to increase the pause time.

TR6  - CLOSING DELAY OF LEAF 1 OVER LEAF 2 ADJUSTMENT ( 0 - 15 sec )

Turn clockwise to increase the delay

TR1 – FORCE ADJUSTMENT MOTOR 1 

Turn clockwise to increase the opening and closing force  

1 min
2 min

3 min

4 min0 sec

30 sec

TR 2 – FORCE ADJUSTEMENT MOTOR 2

Turn clockwise to increase the opening and closing force  

ADJUSTING TRIMMERS

 Dip switches DS1: 1 to 3 need 
to be set for an operating 
mode with PAUSE time for this 
adjustment to have any effect
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  BOARD SETUP
   DS 1: SW 4 to SW 12

OPENING DELAY SW 4 The opening of leaf 2 is delayed after the opening of leaf 1. This is to avoid 
the gate leafs interfering with each other during the initial part of the move-
ment. In case there is only one leaf it has no effect.0   sec (default) OFF

2   sec ON
REVERSE AND LAST STROKE SW 5 If active, before opening, while the gate is closed, the motors thrust to clo-

se for 2 s to facilitate the release of the electric lock. At closing the motors 
are activated for a final stroke after slowdown to facilitate locking of the 
electric lock.  

inactive   (default) OFF
active ON

MAX THRUST AT STARTUP SW 6 With this fuction active the motors work at maximum force at startup (re-
gardless of the force setting) during the initial phase of the movement. Useful 
for heavy leavesinactive   (default) OFF

active for 3 sec ON
AUTOMATIC OPENING IN CASE OF     

POWER FAILURE
SW 7 If active and with the optional backup battery installed, the board will open 

the gate after one minute from the power failure and keep it open.
Within the minute wait it’s always possible to open and close the gate with 
a command. If the logic used has a pause time the board will close the 
gate when the power comes back.

inactive  (default) OFF
active ON

CLOSING SAFETY LOGIC SW 8 With this function you can choose the behavior of the closing safety. With SW8 
OFF the gate movement will be reversed as soon as the safety is active, with 
SW8 ON the gate will stop when the safety is active and it will reverse only when 
the safety is deactivated.

immediate reverse  (default) OFF
reverse when cleared ON

SHADOW LOOP CONFIGURATION SW 9 Selects the behavior of the shadow loop function of the Shadow Loop or 
Loop Detectors Interface accessories.
OFF: The shadow loop input is active only before a closing command, 
ignored in any other conditions
ON: The shadow loop input is active before a closing and before an opening 
command. If an open command is given and the shadow loop input is 
engaged the open command will be ignored even after the shadow loop 
input goes inactive.
NOTE: On the first power up of the board an open command will be always 
executed (even if the shadow loop is engaged), but at reduced speed.

active only on closing  (default) OFF
active on closing and opening ON

LOCK OUTPUT CONFIGURATION SW 10 Selects the behavior of the LOCK output:
OFF: The lock output can drive a maglock or a strike lock (see DS2)
ON: The lock output indicates the gate status or drives a warning light (see 
DS2)

the output drives a regular lock OFF
gate status or warning lamp ON
24V ACCESSORY VOLTAGE SW 11 Selects the behavior of the 24V accessory voltage during battery mode:

OFF: The accessory voltage and BUS input are turned off in battery 
backup mode
ON: The accessory voltage and BUS input are always active even in bat-
tery backup mode

24V OFF in Battery Mode OFF

24V ON in Battery Mode ON

FAIL SAFE MODE SW 12 Selects the behavior of the Fail Safe (monitoring) mode:

OFF: Fail Safe is active on the closing safety photocell input (FSW CL) only

ON: Fail Safe is active on both closing safety photocell input (FSW CL) and 
opening safety photocell input (FSW OP)
NOTE: if using the XIB interface the opening safety on it is also monitored. 
Refers to the XIB manual for further details.

Closing Safety OFF

Closing and Opening Safety ON

DIP SWITCH DS1 SETTINGS FOR BOARD SETUP
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SETTING

+
J24

DS2

1

2

3 45

67
8 9 10

  DL19           DL20   DL21            DL22  DL14  DL15  DL16  DL17  DL18

Reserved

DS 2 
OPERATOR SELECTION

OPERATOR TYPE SW 1 SW 2 SW 3
S450H (pressure relief) ON ON OFF

S450H, S800H OFF OFF OFF
S418 OFF OFF ON

415, 390, 770 ON OFF OFF

DS 2
LOCK  OUTPUT MODE

OUTPUT MODE SW 4

DS1-10 
OFF

Active only for 3 sec. after an open  impulse 
(from gate closed)

OFF

Active always except 3 sec. before an opening ON

DS1-10 
ON

Indicates the gate status:
Active if the gate is Open or in Pause.

Not active in all other states
OFF

Warning light output with no pre-flashing. War-
ning lamp will be flashing while gate is moving ON

SETTING

+

DL 1 DL 2 DL 3 DL 4 DL 5

J24

IMPORTANT

DIP SWITCH DS2 SETTINGS FOR OPERATOR TYPE AND LOCK MODE

5. LED DIAGNOSTICS
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DL19             DL20   DL21             DL22 DL19             DL20   DL21             DL22

DL19             DL20   DL21             DL22DL19             DL20   DL21             DL22

L

E

D

DESCRIPTION

LED STATUS 
In BOLD the normal state with gate closed and working

ON STEADY OFF BLINKING

1 LED BATTERY
Board working on AC 

power
Board working on

battery power or ext supply
Battery charging

2 LED +24 Main power present Main power OFF

3 LED SET-UP Normal operation

SLOW BLINK 
(1 sec. ON - 1 sec. OFF)

SET-UP needed 

FAST BLINK
(0.5 sec. ON - 0.5 sec OFF)

SET UP in in progress 

4 LED ERROR
Board malfunction.

See possible causes 
below

No errors
Error conditions. 

See LED ERROR DISPLAY table

5 LED BUS_MON
Communication on  

Bus “2easy” OK

Communication bus 
“2Easy” inactive. Verify

encoders for shorts

“2Easy” bus devices with the 
Same address. Verify 

encoder LEDs 

6 LED USB2
Software update done
or USB key not present

USB key inserted and software
Update in progress 

(DON’T Remove the USB key)

7 LED USB1   Normal operation 
Number of flashes show version at 

power up: 
See 10.1

BOARD MALFUNCTION ERROR POSSIBLE CAUSES SOLUTIONS

There were two consecutive obstacle detections (the audio alarm also should sound) Remove obstructions

One of the motor driver components has failed The board needs to be repaired

24V accessory power missing The board needs to be repaired

The idle current in one of the motors is out of range Check the motors

Both limit switches are active at the same time Check the limit switches

Input voltage from the power supply is out of range Check DC input voltage

  DL14  DL15  DL16  DL17  DL18

  DL14  DL15  DL16  DL17  DL18   DL14  DL15  DL16  DL17  DL18

  DL14  DL15  DL16  DL17  DL18   DL14  DL15  DL16  DL17  DL18

8
Normal operation 

Open Active Closing Safety Active

Opening Safety Active Stop Active

9

Motor 2
Open Position

LIMIT SWITCHES

Motor 2
Close Position

Motor 1
Open Position

Motor 1
Close Position
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WARNING: If the time learning setup is done automatically then 
the slow down points are set by the board on his own

Move the leafs to the mid position
Very important for a good result

1. Press and hold the SETUP button until the SETUP LED lights up, 
wait about 3 sec. until it turns off and  then release it imme-
diately. NOTE: If you wait too long to release it the manual 
set-up will start. The LED will blink during the setup procedure

2. Leaf 2 (if present) starts to move slowly in closing direction, 
stopping when it reaches the mechanical stop or FCC2.

3. Leaf 1 begins to move slowly in closing direction, stopping 
when it reaches the mechanical stop, or FCC1.

4. Leaf 1 starts to move slowly in opening direction, followed 
by leaf 2 (if present) still slowly.

5. When they both reach the open mechanical stop or FCA1 
and FCA2 they stop and reverse, leaf 2 (if present) automa-
tically starts closing at full speed followed by leaf 1.

6. When they reach the close mechanical stop or FCC1 and 

After powering up the board for the first time or when the board 
will need it the setup LED will blink at a slow frequency to indicate 
that the setup procedure to learn the running times is needed.

The setup can be redone at any time by pressing and holding 
the setup button as indicated below. The setup cannot be done 
until the safeties and stop inputs are wired.

After the setup first movement, if the leafs are opening instead 
of closing you need to reverse the wires going to the motor that 
moves in the wrong direction  

LED ERROR DISPLAY
NUMBER OF 

FLASHES
ERROR CONDITION SOLUTION

1 OBSTACLE DETECTION Remove the obstacle, Check force and sensitivity settings

2
BOARD IN SLEEP MODE
(Slow blinking means that the automatic open 
in case of power failure function is active)  

Verify the presence of AC power

3 MOTOR 1 FAILURE Inspect wiring to motor. If the wiring is good replace motor 1

4 MOTOR 2 FAILURE Inspect wiring to motor. If the wiring is good replace motor 2

5

ENCODER on motor 1 or motor 2 error • Verify the encoder wiring and LED status. If they are correct replace 
the encoder

• Verify motor and encoder wire gauge are correct
• Verify operator is not on manual and hydraulic units don’t need 

to be bled

6 FAIL SAFE FAILED Verify the photocells wiring and alignement

7 BOARD THERMAL PROTECTION ACTIVE Turn off the board and wait until the components cool down

8

MAX RUN TIME REACHED 
WITHOUT FINDING THE 
POSITIVE STOP (10 min. )

- Verify that the operator manual release is not engaged
- Verify that the board recognizes the mechanical stop, in case redo 
the setup procedure
- Verify that the gates slow down before reaching the positive stops. If 
they don’t then redo the setup procedure

The diagnostic LED shows only one error condition at a time, with the priority of the below table. In case there is more than 
one error once one is eliminated the LED will show the next  

FCC2 both leafs stop and leaf 1 restarts  automatically 
opening at full speed followed by leaf 2 (if present).

7. If you selected an automatic logic the board will wait for 
the pause time and then closes the gate  automatically. 
Otherwise you have to give an OPEN command to close 
the gate. 

WARNING: If the manual time learning setup is done then the 
slow down points must be set by the installer during the proce-
dure. Slow down is required for proper operation.

Move the leafs to the mid position
Very important for a good result

1. Press and hold the SETUP button until the SETUP LED lights up, 
keep it pressed for about 3 sec. until it turns off and keep it 
pressed more until the leaf 2 (if present) starts moving slowly.  
The LED will blink during the setup procedure  

2. Leaf 2 will move in closing direction until it reaches the 
mechanical stop or FCC2

3. Leaf 1 starts moving slowly until it reaches the mechanical 
stop or FCC1

4. Leaf 1 starts moving in opening direction at the set speed 
(trimmer speed).

5. At the point where you want the slowdown to start give 
an OPEN A command with the push button or the remote 
that is already stored in memory. Leaf 1 starts to slow down 
and stops when it  reaches the mechanical stop or FCA1.

6. Leaf 2 starts moving in opening direction at the set speed 
(trimmer speed)

AUTOMATIC TIME LEARNING

6. TIME LEARNING (SET-UP)
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The obstacle detection function is achieved by controlling the 
current absorption and / or through the encoder connected to 
the motors.

If the gate encounters an obstacle during the movement of 
opening or closing, the obstacle detection function is activa-
ted and the operator  reverses the direction of the gate. 

In case of a second consecutive obstacle the operator stops 
the gate right away and any further command is inhibited. 
To re-enable the automation, you must remove power (and 
disconnect batteries if present) or open the STOP contact input. 
The Audio Alarm output will be active until this “reset”.

7. At the point where you want the slowdown to start give an 
OPEN A command with the push button or the remote that 
is already stored in memory. Leaf 2 starts to slow down and 
stops when it reaches the mechanical stop or FCA2.

8. Leaf 2 starts to close at the set speed (trimmer speed).
9. At the point where you want the slowdown to start give an 

OPEN A command with the push button or the remote that 
is already stored in memory. The leaf 2 starts to slow down 
and stops when it reaches the mechanical stop or FCC2.

10. Leaf 1 starts to close at the set speed (trimmer speed). 
11. At the point where you want the slowdown to start give an 

OPEN A command with the push button or the remote that 
is already stored in memory. Leaf 1 starts to slow down and 
stops when it reaches the mechanical stop or FCC1.

12. The manual time learning procedure is complete.

After time learning test the gate to set the force, speed and 
sensitivity using the trimmers.

1. Apply resistance to the gate and adjust the Force to 
make sure that the operator creates enough thrust to 
reliably move the leaf.

2. Set the desired speed. Keep the speed relatively low on 
big and heavier gates.

3. After Force and Speed are set to the desired settings 
adjust the Sensitivity so the gate reverses promptly after 
hitting a rigid object. 

4. After all the adjustments are done perform setup again.

This is a more detailed description of what happens after an 
obstacle detection:

Gate opening, obstacle detected:

The gate reverses partially (for 3 sec.) and STOPS. After that the 
gate is in a halfway position or completely closed. 
 

If an open_A command is received, the gate tries to open 
from the current position:

• If there is another obstacle detection: the gate stops 
completely, the alarm goes off

• If the gate reaches the open position: the obstructions 
count is reset, the gate returns to normal operations 

Gate closing, obstacle detected:

The gate reverses partially (for 3 sec.) and STOPS. After that the 
gate is in a halfway position or completely open. 

If an open_A command is received in NON Automatic mode

• if the gate was not completely open: execute an open

• if the gate was completely open: execute a close

If an open_A command is received in Automatic mode:

• if the gate was not completely open: execute an open, 
wait for the pause time and then closes.

• if the gate was completely open: reload the pausetime, 
and then closes

If there is another obstacle detection: the gate stops comple-
tely, the alarm goes off.

If the gate reaches the close position: the obstructions count 
is reset, the gate returns to normal operations

7. OBSTACLE DETECTION

AC POWER GUIDELINES:
THE E024U control board and power supply  uses a single phase 
AC power line to operate, charge the batteries, and power 
gate accessories. Use the following guidelines when installing 
the AC power:

1. Check the local wiring codes in all cases and follow all local 
building codes. Wiring and hookup should be performed by a 
qualified electrician/installer only.

2. AC power should be supplied from a circuit breaker panel 
and must have its own dedicated circuit breaker. This supply 
must include a green ground conductor.

3. Use copper conductor wires with liquid tight flexible conduit 
UL listed for electric cable protection
4. Properly ground the gate operator to minimize or prevent 
damage from power surges and/or lightning. Use a grounding 
rod if necessary. A surge suppressor is recommended for ad-
ditional protection.

8. POWER CONNECTION

PE
N

L

GND

Line
Neutral
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SETTING

+

DL 1 DL 2 DL 3 DL 4 DL 5

J24

The internal battery charger must be disabled to use an external 
charger. To disable the battery charger unplug jumper J24

J24 PRESENT = BATTERY CHARGING ACTIVE
J24 NOT PRESENT = BATTERY CHARGING NOT ACTIVE

DISABLE THE BATTERY CHARGER

SETTING

+

DL 1 DL 2 DL 3 DL 4 DL 5

J24

1. Disconnect the batteries if they are present.
2. Turn the AC power off and insert the Flash Drive into the 

USB A input on the board
3. Turn the AC power back on. The USB2 LED will start to flash to 

confirm the beginning of the software update. (WARNING: 
DON’T TURN THE POWER OFF OR REMOVE THE FLASH DRIVE 
UNTIL THE USB2 LED TURNS OFF. 

4. Wait until the USB 2 LED turns off
5. Remove the USB Flash drive.
6. Cycle power, reconnect the batteries if needed and exe-

cute a new  SETUP procedure (See chapter 6)

For the upgrade you need a USB Flash Drive, where you have 
to copy the file supplied by FAAC. Then follow these steps:

WARNING: Only upgrade the firmware with the proper file 
supplied by FAAC, otherwise the board could be damaged

The E024U board keeps the operating firmware in a field pro-
grammable memory, it can be easily upgraded through the 
on board USB port

10. FIRMWARE UPGRADE

The E024U board allows the connection of a 24V backup 
battery to provide power to operate the gate during blackouts. 
For more details about how the boards handles the loss of 
main power and how to configure its behaviour please see 
par 4.3 and DS1 switch 7. 

9. BACKUP BATTERY

On initial power up watch the LED USB 1 on the bottom left of 
the board. The number of flashes indicate the version:
No Flashes Ver. 1C
1 FLash  Ver. 1D
2 Flashes Ver. 1E
5 Flashes Ver. 1G

VERIFY THE FIRMWARE VERSION

SETTING

+

DL 1 DL 2 DL 3 DL 4 DL 5

J24

To enable the Battery Backup connect the Battery cable to 
the “BATTERY” connector on the control board

Then turn ON the Battery switch on the top right of the enclosure

The E024U board is powered by a high efficiency switching 
power supply that takes 115VAC input and provides 36VDC to 
power the board. On the power supply board there is only one 
repleaceble fuse: 6.3A timed

POWER SUPPLY

FUSE

PE
N

L
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LOGIC  “S” PULSES

SYSTEM STATUS OPEN A OPEN B STOP FSW OP FSW CL FSW CL/OP

CLOSED opens and closes 
after pause time

opens released 
leaf and closes 
after pause time

no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled) no effect no effect 

(OPEN disabled)

OPENING no effect (1) no effect stops operation reverses at closure continues to open and 
recloses immediately

stops and opens at release 
(saves CLOSE)

OPEN IN PAUSE recloses leaves  
immediately (1)

recloses leaves  
immediately stops operation no effect stops and, at release, 

closes
stops and, at release, 

closes

CLOSING reopens leaves 
immediately

reopens leaves 
immediately stops operation no effect

reverses at opening (see 
DS1-SW8) and closes 
immediately at end

stops and opens after release 
and closes immediately at 

end

BLOCKED closes leaves closes leaves
no effect 

(OPEN/CLOSE 
disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(CLOSE disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN/CLOSE disabled)

(1) if the cycle began with OPEN-B (leaf 1), both leaves are activated at opening

LOGIC  “E” PULSES

SYSTEM STATUS OPEN A OPEN B STOP FSW OP FSW CL FSW CL/OP

CLOSED opens the leaves opens leaf 1 no effect  
(OPEN disabled)

no effect  
(OPEN disabled) no effect no effect  

(OPEN disabled)

OPENING stops operation  
(1) stops operation stops operation 

immediately  
reverses at 

closing
no effect

stops and opens at release  
(OPEN stops - saves CLOSE)

OPEN recloses leaves  
immediately (1)

recloses leaves  
immediately

no effect 
(OPEN/CLOSE 

disabled)
no effect no effect  

(CLOSE disabled)
no effect 

(OPEN/CLOSE disabled)

CLOSING reopens leaves 
immediately

reopens leaves 
immediately stops operation no effect reverses at opening 

stops and opens at release 
(OPEN stops - saves CLOSE)

BLOCKED closes leaves closes leaves
no effect  

(OPEN/CLOSE 
disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(CLOSE disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN stops -  
saves CLOSE)

(1) if the cycle began with OPEN-B (leaf 1), both leaves are activated at opening

LOGIC  “A” PULSES

SYSTEM STATUS OPEN A OPEN B STOP FSW OP FSW CL FSW CL/OP

CLOSED opens and closes 
after pause time

opens leaf 1 
and closes after 

pause time

no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled) no effect no effect 

(OPEN disabled)

OPENING no effect (1) no effect stops operation reverses at 
closing no effect stops and opens at release 

(saves CLOSE)

OPEN IN PAUSE reloads  
pause time (1)

reloads  
pause time of 
released leaf

stops operation no effect
recharges  

pause time 
(CLOSE disabled)

recharges  
pause time

(CLOSE disabled)

CLOSING reopens leaves 
immediately

reopens leaves 
immediately stops operation no effect reverses at opening stops and opens at release 

(saves CLOSE)

BLOCKED closes leaves closes leaves
no effect 

(OPEN/CLOSE 
disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(CLOSE disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN/CLOSE disabled)

(1) if the cycle began with OPEN-B (leaf 1), both leaves are activated at opening

11. FUNCTION LOGICS
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LOGIC  “EP” PULSES

SYSTEM STATUS OPEN A OPEN B STOP FSW OP FSW CL FSW CL/OP

CLOSED opens the leaves opens leaf 1 no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled) no effect no effect 

(OPEN disabled)

OPENING stops operation (1) stops operation stops operation immediately  
reverses at closure no effect

stops and opens at release 
(OPEN stops -  
saves CLOSE)

OPEN recloses leaves  
immediately (1)

recloses leaves  
immediately

no effect 
(OPEN/CLOSE 

disabled)
no effect no effect 

(CLOSE disabled)
no effect 

(OPEN/CLOSE disabled)

CLOSING stops operation stops operation stops operation no effect reverses at opening 
stops and opens at release 

(OPEN stops -  
saves CLOSE)

BLOCKED

restarts moving in 
opposite direction. 
Always closes  after 

STOP

restarts moving in 
opposite direction. 
Always closes after 

STOP

no effect 
(OPEN/CLOSE 

disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(CLOSE disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN stops -  
saves CLOSE)

LOGIC  “AP” PULSES

SYSTEM STATUS OPEN A OPEN B STOP FSW OP FSW CL FSW CL/OP

CLOSED opens and closes 
after pause time

opens leaf 1 
and closes after 

pause time

no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled) no effect no effect 

(OPEN disabled)

OPENING stops operation  
(1) stops operation stops operation 

reverses at  
closing (saves 

OPEN)
no effect

stops and opens at release 
(OPEN stops -  
saves CLOSE)

OPEN IN PAUSE stops operation 
(1) stops operation stops operation no effect

recharges  
pause time 

(CLOSE disabled)

recharges  
pause time

(CLOSE  disabled)

CLOSING reopens leaves 
immediately

reopens leaves 
immediately stops operation no effect reverses at opening 

(see DS1-SW8) 

stops and opens at release 
(OPEN stops -  
saves CLOSE)

BLOCKED closes leaves closes leaves
no effect 

 (OPEN/CLOSE 
disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(CLOSE disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN/CLOSE disabled)

(1) if the cycle began with OPEN-B (leaf 1), both leaves are activated at opening

(1) if the cycle began with OPEN-B (leaf 1), both leaves are activated at opening

LOGIC  “SP” PULSES

SYSTEM STATUS OPEN A OPEN B STOP FSW OP FSW CL FSW CL/OP

CLOSED
opens and clo-
ses after pause 

time

opens leaf 1 and 
closes after pause 

time

no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled) no effect no effect 

(OPEN disabled)

OPENING stops operation  
(1) stops operation stops operation reverses at closure

continues to open 
and recloses 
immediately

stops and opens after release and 
closes immediately at end (OPEN 

stops - saves CLOSE)

OPEN IN PAUSE recloses leaves  
immediately (1)

recloses leaves  
immediately stops operation no effect stops and, at relea-

se, closes stops and, at release, closes

CLOSING stops operation stops operation stops operation no effect reverses at opening stops and opens at release 
(saves CLOSE)

BLOCKED

restarts moving 
in opposite 

direction. Always 
closes after STOP

restarts moving in 
opposite direction. 
Always closes after 

STOP

no effect 
(OPEN/CLOSE 

disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(CLOSE disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN/CLOSE disabled)

(1) if the cycle began with OPEN-B (leaf 1), both leaves are activated at opening
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LOGIC  “B” PULSES

SYSTEM STATUS OPEN A OPEN B STOP FSW OP FSW CL FSW CL/OP

CLOSED opens the leaves no effect no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled) no effect no effect 

(OPEN disabled)

OPENING no effect closes leaves stops operation reverses at closure no effect
stops and, at release, closes 

(saves  
OPEN/CLOSE)

OPEN no effect closes leaves
no effect 

(OPEN/CLOSE 
disabled)

no effect no effect 
(CLOSE disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN/CLOSE disabled)

CLOSING opens the leaves no effect stops operation no effect reverses at opening 
stops and opens at release 

(saves  
OPEN/CLOSE)

BLOCKED opens the leaves closes leaves
no effect 

(OPEN/CLOSE 
disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(CLOSE disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN/CLOSE disabled)

LOGIC  “C” CONTINUOS COMMANDS PULSES

SYSTEM STATUS OPEN A OPEN B STOP FSW OP FSW CL FSW CL/OP

CLOSED opens the leaves no effect no effect 
(OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN disabled) no effect no effect 

(OPEN disabled)

OPENING no effect closes leaves stops operation reverses at closure no effect
stops and, at release, closes  

(saves  
OPEN/CLOSE)

OPEN no effect closes leaves
no effect 

(OPEN/CLOSE 
disabled)

no effect no effect 
(CLOSE disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN/CLOSE disabled)

CLOSING opens the leaves no effect stops operation no effect reverses at opening 
stops and opens at release 

(saves  
OPEN/CLOSE)

BLOCKED opens the leaves closes leaves
no effect 

(OPEN/CLOSE 
disabled)

no effect 
 (OPEN disabled)

no effect 
(CLOSE disabled)

no effect 
(OPEN/CLOSE disabled)
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12. ACCESSORIES

SHADOW LOOP INTERFACE (p/n 790062)

Through the use of the XIB interface board you can connect 
an additional loop detector (center or shadow) to the E024U 
board to keep the gate open if vehicles are obstructing the 
closing path. With a dip switch setting the shadow loop can 
function on both opening and closing (see section 4.3)

J2J2

J3J3

DL1

DL2

J1J1

CL

OP

XIB board description

XIB board connections with no opening safety

J1 ( RED ) Connects to  “2easy” BUS  input on the E024U

J2 ( RED ) Terminal for the connection of the encoder

J3 CL (GREEN) Terminal for the NC connection of the shadow loop 
detector

J3 OP (GREEN ) Terminal for the NC connection of second open 
safety

DL1 LED for diagnostics of devices connected to the J3 
OP 

DL2 LED for diagnostics of devices connected to the J3 
CL

INSTALLING THE INTERFACE

1. Turn power OFF

2. Plug in the XIB interface to the 2EASY connector on the 
E024U board

3. Wire the shadow loop detector NC output to the CL input 
on the XIB board as in figure below 

4. Connect Common from loop detector to GND (terminal 
6) on E024U

5. If no second open safety device is present jump out the 
OP input on XIB board to GND (terminal 6) on the E024U

6. Wire the encoder (if needed) to J2

7. Refer to Fig. A11 for the wiring schematic

8. Turn power back ON

9. Press and release the SW1 button quickly. The board will 
recognize that the XIB board has been removed

10. Re-program run time if needed.

REMOVING THE INTERFACE

1. Turn power OFF

2. Unplug the board and remove the wiring

3. Move the encoder wires (if present) to the 2EASY con-
nector on the board

4. Turn power back ON

5. Verify that leaf 1 & 2 lights on the encoder are correct

6. Press and release the SW1 button quickly. The board will 
recognize that the XIB board has been removed

7. Re-program run time if needed.

NOTE: 

• Do not connect the shadow loop detector in series with 
regular closing safety devices.

• If the E024U board doesn’t have the correct software 
installed the shadow loop will act as a normal closing 
safety, detecting also the gate itself and not allowing the 
closing movement to complete. Please contact techni-
cal support for assistance in that case.

SECOND OPEN SAFETY INPUT

The OP input on the XIB board can be used as a second 
monitored open safety input. 

When open safety monitoring is turned ON on the E024U 
board (Dip SW 12 ON) the OP input on the XIB (J3 OP) is moni-
tored and can be used to protect an entrapment zone. See 
Fig. A12a/b for the connections. 

In case only one opening safey input is needed and the XIB 
board is present connect the opening safey photocell to FSW 
OP on the E024U and J3 OP on the XIB in parallel. See Fig. 
A13a/b for the connections.

Fig. A11

CL

OP

BUS

BUS

BUS

N.C.

N.O.

COM

Detector

Interface

Encoder
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DIAGNOSTIC TABLE

OFF SLOW FLASHING               
(FLASH EVERY 5 secs.)

ON STEADY FAST FLASHING (FLASH EVERY 0.5 sec)

DL1 “XIB” board 
malfunction 
or no power

J3 OP terminal open 
(missing jumper on the OP 
input)

J3 OP terminal closed
(normal condition) 

Error condition on the BUS

DL2 “XIB” board 
malfunction 
or no power

J3 CL terminal open 
(loop detector active or not 
connected)

J3 CL terminal closed
(loop detector in idle 
condition)

XIB board connections and second opening safety XIB board connections and only one opening safety

Fig. A13Fig. A12

CL

OP

BUS

BUS

BUS

N.C.

N.O.

COM

Detector

Interface

Encoder

 

 OPEN SAFETY 1 MONITORED 

TX

 

 
TX

RX

RX
OPEN SAFETY 2 MONITORED 

RX= Receiver Photocell
TX= Transmitter Ptotocell

CL

OP

BUS

BUS

BUS

N.C.

N.O.

COM

Detector

Interface

Encoder

 

 OPEN SAFETY MONITORED 

TXRX

RX= Receiver Photocell
TX= Transmitter Ptotocell
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The Loop Detector Interface allows connection of up to three 
plug-in detectors associated with standard functions. The 
board is designed to fit in the FAAC standard 16” x 14” enclo-
sure on the existing DIN rail. To connect the interface board: 

1) Connect the 2EASY BUS from the E024U to the interface 
board (no polarity) - Green Wires

2) Connect pin 8 on the E024U board (+24V) to the +24 
input on the interface board - Red Wire

3) Connect pin 7 on the E024U board (GND) to the GND input 
on the interface board - Black Wire

4) Connect the loops to the interface board as in the figure 
below

A     B   STP CL  OP 
OPEN             FSW

OPENREVERSESHADOW

E024U CONTROL BOARD 

SH
AD

O
W

R
EVER

SE

O
PEN

LED

Turn the power on on the E024U board. The LED on the inter-
face board will blink briefly and then will stay ON solid if the 
BUS connection is working correctly. 

IMPORTANT: Briefly press the SW1 button on the E024U board 
to make it aware of the presence of the additional interface 
board.

To make sure the board is working properly you can check 
the behaviour of BUS LED on the E024U board. It will be nor-
mally on when none of the loop detectors is active. If any of 
the detectors is activated the LED will turn off. 

LOOP DETECTORS INTERFACE (p/n 2670.1)

NOTE: You can use the shadow loop interface OR the loop detectors interface but not both at the same time. If two monitored 
open safeties are required the additional loop detectors (other than the shadow) must be wired directly to the E024U board. 

Loop Detectors Interface Wiring
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FAAC International, Inc. (“Seller”) warrants the first Purchaser 
of the product to be free from defects in material and work-
manship for a specific period as defined by the Warranty 
disclosure on the website www.faacusa.com. The Warranty 
Period commences from the date of invoice.

Control Boards, Accessories or Spare Parts factory installed 
or sold with any of the products above carry the same 
warranty period as the product they are sold with, excluding 
batteries that carry a maximum 2 year warranty. 

Products repaired under warranty carry the remainder of 
the original warranty period. For products repaired outside 
of warranty, the Seller warrants that all parts used for the re-
pair will be free from defects in materials and workmanship 
for a period of ninety (90) days. 

Defective products must be returned to Seller, freight 
prepaid by Purchaser, within the warranty period. A Return 
Material Authorization Number (RMA) must be obtained 
before product is returned. Items returned will be repaired 
or replaced, at Seller’s option, upon an examination which 
discloses to the satisfaction of the Seller that the item is 
defective. The Seller will return the warranted item freight 
prepaid. 

This limited Warranty covers the product under the normal 
use and service for which it was intended, provided it has 
been properly installed and operated. Seller’s obligations 
under this warranty shall be limited to the repair or ex-
change of any part. This warranty shall not apply to prod-
ucts or parts thereof which have been repaired or altered, 
without Seller’s written consent, outside of Sellers’s workshop 
or altered in any way so as, in the judgment of Seller, to 
affect adversely the stability or reliability of the product(s) 
or has been subject of misuse, negligence, or accident, or 
has not been operated in accordance with the product’s  
instructions or has been operated under conditions more 
severe than, or otherwise exceeding, those set forth in the 
specifications for such product(s). 

When the warranty service involves the exchange of an 
operator or part, the item the Seller replaces becomes its 
property and the replacement becomes Purchaser’s prop-
erty. The Purchaser represents that all removed items are 
genuine and unaltered. The replacement may not be new 
but will be in good working order and at least functionally 
equivalent to the item replaced. The replacement assumes 
the warranty service status of the replaced item.

The products are not warranted to meet the specific re-
quirements, if any, of safety codes of any particular state, 
municipality, or other jurisdiction, and the Seller doesn’t 
assume any risk or liability whatsoever resulting from the use 
thereof, whether used singly or in combination with other 
machines or apparatus. 

The Seller does not assume nor authorizes any person to as-
sume for them any other liability in connection with the sale 
or use of the products of beyond that extended herein. 

The warranty hereinabove set forth shall not be deemed 
to cover maintenance parts, including, but not limited to 
hydraulic oil, motor brushes, or the like. No agreement to 
replace or repair shall constitute an admission by the Seller 
of any legal responsibility to effect such replacement to 
make such repair, or otherwise. 

All products sold by the Seller are subject to design and/or 
appearance modifications, which are production standards 
at the time of shipment. The Seller may, but shall not be 
required to, modify or update products shipped prior to a 
current production standard.

THIS WARRANTY IS EXPRESSLY IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRAN-
TIES EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED INCLUDING THE WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR USE. THIS WARRANTY 
SHALL NOT APPLY TO PRODUCTS OR ANY PART THEREOF WHICH 
HAVE BEEN SUBJECT TO ACCIDENT, NEGLIGENCE, ALTERATION, 
ABUSE, OR MISUSE OR IF DAMAGE WAS DUE TO IMPROPER 
INSTALLATION OR USE OF IMPROPER POWER SOURCE, OR IF 
DAMAGE WAS CAUSED BY FIRE, FLOOD, LIGHTNING, ELECTRI-
CAL POWER SURGE, EXPLOSION, WIND STORM, HAIL, AIRCRAFT 
OR VEHICLES, VANDALISM, RIOT OR CIVIL COMMOTION, OR 
ACTS OF GOD. 

The Seller shall not be liable for any loss or damage what-
soever resulting, directly or indirectly, from the use or loss 
of use of the product(s). Without limiting the foregoing, this 
exclusion from liability embraces a Purchaser’s expenses for 
downtime or for making up downtime, lost profit, damages 
for which the Purchaser may be liable to other persons, 
damage to property, and injury to or death of any persons. 

This limited warranty extends only to wholesale custom-
ers who buy directly through the Seller’s normal distribution 
channels. The Seller does not warrant its products to end 
consumers. Consumers must inquire from their selling dealer 
as to the nature and extent of that dealer’s warranty, if any.

THE LIMITED WARRANTY OFFERED HEREIN IS THE SOLE AND 
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AVAILABLE TO THE PURCHASER. CORREC-
TION OF DEFECTS, IN THE MANNER AND FOR THE PERIOD OF 
TIME DESCRIBED HEREIN, SHALL CONSTITUTE THE COMPLETE 
FULFILLMENT OF ALL LIABILITIES OF SELLER TO THE PURCHASER 
WITH RESPECT TO THE COVERED PRODUCT, AND SHALL CON-
STITUTE FULL SATISFACTION OF ALL CLAIMS, WHETHER BASED 
ON CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE. 
IN NO EVENT SHALL SELLER BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OF PROF-
ITS OR ANY INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL 
OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF SELLER‘S BREACH OF 
THIS LIMITED WARRANTY, OR ARISING OUT OF THE CUSTOMER’S 
INABILITY TO USE THE COVERED PRODUCT, EVEN IF SELLER HAS 
BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of inci-
dental or consequential damages, so the above limitation 
may not apply to a particular Purchaser. This Limited War-
ranty gives the Purchaser specific legal rights. The Purchaser 
may also have other rights, which vary from state to state.

LIMITED WARRANTY
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